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Introduction 

Starting in the 1960's, the demand for recreational properties nation-

wide experienced a great surge. [Reilly, 1973; David, 1969; Hoover, n.d.;

ASPO, 1976]

A number of studies have been done of the impact of recreational sub-

divisions on local taxes. [Tillson, et. al. 1972; Thompson and Myrick, 1975;

LeJeune, 1972; Moss and Clonts, 1972; ASPO, 1976; Brown, 1970] These studies

generally indicate that such subdivisions tend to be a fiscal boon initially

(lowering local residents' taxes) and that at some point in their development

they may become a fiscal burden as the number of year-round resident families

increases.

The present report is a case study of three types of rural subdivisions

in Klamath County, Oregon: (1) exurban subdivisions (i.e., rural ranchettes

on the fringe of a small town near the urban center of the county); (2) small

town fringe subdivisions (i.e., large lot subdivisions on the fringe of a

small unincorporated town); and (3) rural "recreational" subdivisions (i.e.,

large lot subdivisions in an isolated rural area). The report examines the

characteristics of these three types of subdivisions and finds them to be

similar in terms of the factors affecting fiscal impacts: the rate of resi-

dential development, the public services provided, the number of year-round

resident families and the proportion of out-of-county owners.

The fiscal impacts of the various types of subdivisions are estimated

and the factors which explain the differences are identified. The report

concludes with some observations about what are being presented to planning

commissions as "recreational" subdivisions.



Rural Subdivision Development in Klamath County 

Klamath County is a large county in south-central Oregon (see Figure 1).

Within its borders lies Crater Lake National Park and several national forests.

Its economic and population center is Klamath Falls in the southern part of

the county.

Within the city and its unincorporated suburbs in the immediate fringe

live approximately 60 percent of the county's 55,000 inhabitants.

The intense demand for rural recreational lots in the United States

starting in the mid-1960's led to extensive subdividing of Klamath County's

rural land. Concern about the potential adverse fiscal impacts of such sub-

divisions and a continuing pressure to approve subdivisions proposed as rural

"recreational" led to the present report.

In large part, the fiscal impacts of rural subdivisions depend on the

number and location of the subdivisions, the rate at which the residential

development proceeds on the subdivisions, the character of development

(density, value, services, location, etc.), and the characteristics of the

subdivision residents. This section of the report examines these factors for

three types of rural subdivisions in Klamath County.

The amount, location and rate of rural subdivision development in Klamath 

County 1953 - 1976 

County records are not organized in such a way as to allow a good esti-

mate of the number of large rural subdivision lots in Klamath County. The

two best sources of information in this regard are the assessment records in

the Assessor's Office and the subdivision records in the Planning Department.

There were 20,138 lots classified by the assessor on the 1975-76 tax roll

as recreation lots: lots outside the city of Klamath Falls Urban Triangle

(see Figure 2) larger than 20,000 square feet in areas and not inhabited year

round. Because of the difficulty of monitoring building on these lots, this

figure may include some lots with dwellings occupied year-round.

The Planning Department records show as of December 1976, 19,168 lots

in recorded rural subdivisions in the county.
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Figure 2 shows the geographic distribution of the 19,168 recorded rural

subdivision lots in Klamath County. While the circled areas undoubtedly in-

clude some small lots in small unincorporated towns, the vast majority of the

lots in the designated areas are what we define as "rural subdivisions",

(large lot subdivisions outside of the urban area). About two-thirds of these

lots are in the southeastern part of the county; however, there is considerable

subdivision activity in the northern and southwestern areas of the county as

well.

Figure 3 shows the areas of the county in which most of the growth in

recorded rural lots occurred between November 1971 and December 1976. Almost

all of the growth has occurred in four areas: the Chiloquin-Agency Lake area,

the Sprague River-Bly Mountain area, the area near the Deschutes County border

northeast of Gilchrist and the Crescent Lake area.

Figure 4 shows quite clearly that the subdivision of rural lots has been

going on for a couple of decades in Klamath County. The more rapid growth in

the number of lots began in the early 1960's and continued through the early

1970's. While such activity appears to have diminished in the last couple of

years, both in Klamath County and elsewhere in the country, recreational lot

developers have indicated to the county Planning Office that a strong demand

for such lots justifies continued subdivision of rural land for recreational

purposes.

Figure 4 also shows quite clearly, however, that, although a large number

of rural lots have been subdivided in the county, only a small percentage of

the lots have been improved or developed. As of 1976, it is estimated that

only 11 percent of the 20,000 rural lots in the county had any improvements.

The improvements in these estimates may be minor improvements of several

hundred dollars value or expensive site-built homes.

The 11 percent estimate constitutes a conservative estimate. The true

level of improvement of rural lots could range from 10 to 15 percent. The

Assessor's records indicate that 8 percent of the recreation lots in the county

have improvements on them. This figure understates the level of improvement

of rural lots because it does not include: (1) mobile home improvements,

classified separately in the Assessor's records, on "recreational" lots,

-4 -
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FIGURE 2

LOCATION OF

"RECORDED RURAL" LOTS

KLAMATH COUNTY

Areas with rural
subdivision con-
centrations

Source:

Klamath County Planning Department



FIGURE 3

GROWTH IN

RECORDED RURAL SUBDIVISION LOTS

1971 - 1976

J	 KLAMATH COUNTY

ID
(2)

Number of lots increased
0-50% 1971-76

Number of lots increased
51-200% 1971-76

Number of lots increased
by more than 200%
1971-76

Source:

Klamath County Planning Department
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(2) the recorded improvements on "non-recreational" rural lots and (3) im-

provements not recorded in the Assessor's records.

The 11 percent estimate includes an adjustment for the first of these.

To the 8 percent is added an adjustment for mobile homes. In the sample of

rural subdivisions examined as part of this study, the ratio of recorded im-

provements plus mobile homes to recorded improvements was 1.375 to 1. Thus

the 8 percent statistic indicating recorded improvements on recreational lots

is adjusted by this percentage to yield the 11 percent estimate of improved

recreational lots.

Since the percent of large rural lots outside the Urban Triangle classi-

fied as "non-recreational" is expected to be small, no adjustment was made for

the second factor. To the extent that such lots constitute a large percent of

the total and to the extent that such lots are more highly developed than those

classified as "recreational" by the Assessor, the 11 percent estimate under-

states the true level of improvement.

No adjustment was made for unrecorded improvements. To the extent that

improvements on these lots go unrecorded, the 11 percent estimate understates

the true level of improvement. If evidence of unreported improvements in our

sample is representative, the true level of improvements could be 20 percent

higher, or almost 14 percent.

Based on the 11 percent estimate and the data in Figure 4 on the rate of

subdivision of rural lots over time, it is estimated that less than 1.5 per-

cent of undeveloped lots are improved each year. This would imply that un-

developed rural lots in Klamath County are being improved currently at a max-

imum rate of 240 lots per year. Since many of these improvements are not

residences or mobile homes, this estimate of the rate of residential develop-

ment on these rural subdivisions may be slightly overstated.

While the potential impact on public service costs of 20,000 lots if

fully developed to residences is quite large, the very low rate of residential

development in these subdivisions suggests that full development of these sub-

division lots is not likely in the foreseeable future. At present development

rates, full development of currently platted lots would not occur for about

75 years.



The impacts of these subdivisions on public costs and revenues, at less

than full development, then is of interest. Currently, approximately 11 per-

cent of the lots have some development. Of particular importance to public

costs and revenues are the number of additional adults and school children

added in the subdivisions and the ratio of seasonal to year-round residents.

Such information about the characteristics of these subdivisions and their

inhabitants was unavailable as we began this study. A survey of rural sub-

divisions in the county was conducted to obtain this information. The selec

tion of the sample and the results of the survey are reported in the following

section.

Characteristics of selected rural subdivisions and their inhabitants 

The Assessor's records in Klamath County recognize two types of rural

subdivision land: (1) "recreation land" (essentially lots larger than 20,000

square feet in subdivisions not immediately on the urban fringe of Klamath

Falls in which most homes are presumably occupied only seasonally); and (2)

"tract land" (essentially rural lots in which most homes are occupied year-

round).

In order to make the "recreation lot" results more meaningful, it was

decided to examine subdivisions with both the "recreation" and "tract" desig-

nations. This would allow comparison of development rates and public costs

between the two types of subdivisions.

As we began to select subdivisions for further study, however, it became

apparent that subdivisions classified by the Assessor as "recreational" were

currently serving a variety of uses of which recreation homesites was not one

of the more important. "Recreation" lots included both the isolated subdivisions

commonly associated with the term "recreational" and large lot subdivisions

on the fringe of small unincorporated towns.

Three types of rural subdivisions were therefore identified for further

evaluation: (1) exurban subdivision (rural subdivisions classified as "tract

land" on the fringe of a small town close to the urban triangle); (2) rural

subdivisions classified as "recreational" on the fringe of small towns; and

(3) isolated rural recreational subdivisions.

-9-



Eight rural subdivisions were selected to represent these types. Two

subdivisions were selected in the Keno area (about 15 miles from Klamath Falls)

to represent the exurban type; four subdivisions adjacent to the Crescent-

Gilchrist area were, chosen to represent the small town fringe subdivisions;

and- the two subdivisions in the extreme northern part of the county were

selected to represent the "isolated recreational" subdivision.

Figure 5 shows where the selected subdivisions are located in the county.

Table 1 and 2 summarize the most important characteristics of the sub-

divisions in our sample from the standpoint of impacts on local government

costs and revenues.

Two separate sets of information are given in Table 2 about the amount

and rate of subdivision development in each area. The first column for each

subdivision type contains information about the level of development as ob-

tained from the Assessor's records. The second column reports the informa-

tion obtained from the house-to-house survey. Only about 80 percent of the

residences in the subdivisions (71 of 89 residences) appear in the Assessor's

records. Development which occurred after the most recent physical appraisal

and/or development which for some reason failed to obtain the required permits

probably explains this discrepancy.

Table 1 highlights what may be the most remarkable finding of this study.

Over 80 percent of the residences in what were platted as "isolated recrea-

tional" subdivisions are occupied year-round. And this proportion is not

very different from that of the "small town fringe" subdivisions.

What this very strongly suggests is that while the subdividers of the

lots in our sample may have intended them to be purchased and used for recrea

tional purposes and may have represented them to the Planning Commission as

"recreational" lots, the "isolated recreational" subdivisions in our sample 

have become low-cost lots for less-expensive year-round homes, when compared

to lot and housing values elsewhere in the country.

In addition,, from Table 2, it is clear that less than 20 percent of the

lots are owned by out-of-staters. The commonly held perception that most

recreation lots are purchased by out-of-staters is not borne out by this data.

-1 0-
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Table 1 Year-Round vs. Seasonal Dwellings Selected Rural Subdivisions

Klamath County/1-

Small town	 Isolated
Exurban	 "fringe	 'recreational Total 

Year-round
residences 	  • • • •	 39	 21	 19	 79

Seasonal
residences 	 	 1	 4	 4	 9

Percent of
residences occupied
year-round . . ... . .. . .	 98%	 84%	 83%	 90%

1/
Source: Rural Subdivision Survey, 1976
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Information in Table 2 reinforces this notion and indicates that the

differences among the different types of subdivisions are not at all sharp.

Significant differences were expected between the "isolated recreational"

and the "fringe" and exurban subdivisions. The isolated recreational sub-

division is normally perceived as located at some distance from the urban areas,

with (1) large lots of low-assessed value (relative to urban lots); (2) low

average value of improvements; (3) a small proportion of improved lots; (4)

a high proportion of owners with principal residence at considerable distance;

and (5) a very low proportion of the dwellings inhabited year-round.

Similarly, a "fringe" or "exurban" subdivision is generally conceived as

one with (1) smaller lots; (2) higher-valued improvements; (3) a higher pro-

portion of improved lots; (4) a smaller proportion of owners who live at long

distances; and (5) a higher proportion of year-round residents.

However, the "isolated recreational" subdivisions in our sample are not,

in fact, very different from those selected as "fringe" and "exurban" sub-

divisions. In fact, the largest lots (3 acres) and highest proportion of out-

of-state owners (40 percent) and out-of-county owners (46 percent) are found

in the "exurban" subdivisions. While the more isolated subdivisions do have

lower-valued improvements, a smaller proportion of lots with residential

housing and a smaller percentage of these lots with year-round residents, the

differences (particularly between the "isolated recreational" and "small town

fringe" subdivisions) are quite small.

The high percentage of year-round residents living in the recreational

subdivisions makes the potential impact of these subdivisions on public ser-

vice and school costs much greater than was probably anticipated by those who

approved the "recreational" subdivision plat.

Fiscal Impacts of Rural Subdivisions 

What services do rural subdivisions require? What services do Klamath

County and the School District provide to these residents? How much do these

services cost and how are they financed? How much revenue do rural subdivisions

generate to pay for the services they require? Finally, do the additional

revenues generated by the rural subdivisions exceed the additional costs they

-13-
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impose on the county and school district? Are these costs and revenues balances

likely to persist in the future? These are questions to which this section of

the report is devoted.

What services do rural subdivisions require? 

In order to assess the fiscal impact of rural subdivisions, it is neces-

sary to know what public services these subdivisions receive and who provides

them.

The public service demands of the various types of subdivisions are ident-

ified in Table 3. This table summarizes a more detailed explanation of ser-

vices in Appendix A.

Generally, these rural subdivisions appear to require very little from

the county in services. The county does provide solid waste disposal (but not

collection) for these (and all) county residents, but the major impact of the

subdivision on county government is in the area of roads.

The recreational subdivision appears to have generated enough pressure to

cause the county to improve and maintain 2.75 miles of access road. One small

town fringe subdivision, because its developer paved the road to county stand-

ards, receives county maintenance and snow removal for .2 mile of road. The

exurban subdivisions do not appear to put any additional demand on county roads.

All of the subdivisions require services of the school district.

The fiscal impact method 

Estimating fiscal impacts requires a quite detailed understanding of

county and school district finance: the expenditures these governments make

to provide services and the revenues they receive. An overview of Klamath

County services and revenue sources along with expenditures and revenues of

the Klamath County School District is found in Appendix B. (Those who are

unfamiliar with county and school district financing in Oregon should find

this appendix helpful before proceeding.)

The method for assessing fiscal impacts used in this study attempts to

compare 1976 public revenues and expenditures with what they would have been

-15-



Table 3. "Public" Services Provided to Rural Subdivisions in Klamath County

"Public" Service Isolated recreational
	

Small town fringe	 Exurban

No sheriff patrol
Some emergency response
by Oregon State Police

Three of the four subdi-
visions are within a
fire protection district
and pay taxes for the
protection they receive.
The fourth subdivision is
unprotected

No sheriff patrol
Emergency response by Or
State Police or sheriff

Although parts of these
divisions are outside th
Keno Fire District bound
aries, the district spok
man indicated that prote
tion is provided to all
within the subdivisions

Law enforcement No sheriff patrol
Some emergency response
by Oregon State Police

Fire protection None, except discretion
of private industrial
forest protection coop-
erative

Water

Sewerage

All private wells

All septic tanks or
privies.

The three subdivisions
adjacent to Crescent are
served by the Crescent
water district. In the
fourth subdivision indi-
viduals supply themselves

All septic tanks

All had wells or access t
neighbor's wells

All had septic tanks or
privies

Solid waste No individual collection.
A county operated land-
fill is 25 miles away

No individual collection.
A county operated land-
fill is 3 miles away

A county operated Transfe
Station is immediately a
jacent to one of the sub
visions and about 3 mile
from the other

Roads

Schools

Subdivisions provided
pressure for county to
improve and maintain
2.75 miles of a county
road which provides ac-
cess to subdivisions
from the state highway.
Roads within subdivi-
sions are privately
built and maintained

The county school dis-
trict busses children
from these subdivisions
to the schools in Gil-
christ, over 20 miles
away. In order to pick
up the children in these
subdivisions, the bus
adds 12 miles to its
route each day

Subdivisions have direct
access to state and Fed
eral highways. Roads
within three subdivisions
are privately built and
maintained. In the
fourth subdivision, the
developer built a paved
road (.2 miles) to county
standards which the coun-
ty now maintains

Access to the subdivision
provided by a paved coun
road which predates the
divisions. Streets wit
the subdivisions were bu*
by the developer and are
maintained by the reside•

The county school dis-	 The county school distric
trict busses children	 busses elementary school
from these subdivisions 	 children to Reno from th
to Gilchrist, 1 to 4 miles farthest subdivision
away. Bus pickup is at
	

(about 3 miles). High
the entrance to the sub- school children are buss
divisions	 to Henley, around 25 mil

away. Bus pickup is at
the entrance to the sub-
division
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in 1976 if the county had not allowed the platting of the subdivisions 8 years

ago* and if the residents who moved to the county to live in the subdivision

had not moved to the county. In doing this, the method introduces two distinc-

tive features not ordinarily found in fiscal impact studies which should in-

crease the usefulness of the study results.

(1) There is a clear statement of assumptions about population growth

and changes in assessed valuation (the two most important variables in com-

puting fiscal impacts) under the two alternatives ("with the subdivision" vs.

"without the subdivision").

(2) Only those revenues and expenditures expected to be most directly

affected by the platting of new rural subdivisions are estimated, yielding

fiscal impact estimates which are felt to be more defensible than those com-

monly derived.

"With the subdivision" vs. "without the subdivision" alternatives. Be-

cause the results of the analysis depend very critically on the definition of

the "with the subdivision" and "without the subdivision" alternatives, the

assumptions about the two most important variables (population and assessed

valuation) built into these alternatives are explained in the following

paragraphs.

The most critical assumption to be made in a fiscal impact study is the

one about additional population attracted to the area because of the develop-

ment under consideration.

It is quite likely that a rural "recreation" subdivision attracts some

new residents to an area who would not have moved to the county if no subdivi-

sion had been platted. The estimate of how much additional population is in

the county "because of" the subdivisions requires some assumptions about why

people move where they do.

Moving a family and switching employment is a complex decision; many con-

siderations come into play. Surely for the majority of residents the subdivisions

*The subdivisions in the sample were platted between 4 and 12 years ago. The
"average" plat was registered 8 years ago.
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are not the "major" reasons why the residents of these subdivisions move into

Klamath County, yet the Klamath County rural living and the existence of these

subdivisions, may have influenced some families as they appraised alternatives

of where to locate.

Most fiscal impact studies proceed on the assumption that none of the

residents, of the developments under analysis would have lived in the affected

jurisdictions if there had been no subdivisions. For an area as large as

Klamath County, however, it might also be reasonable to argue that most or all

of the new population would have located in the county without the subdivisions.

The assumption used here is that those who lived in Klamath County before moving

to the subdivision are the only ones who would have lived in the county "with-

out the subdivisions." This is a strong assumption as it implies that, these

people moving into the county are strongly motivated by the lifestyle offered

in these subdivisions. In the survey of residents in selected subdivisions,

45 percent reported living in Klamath County prior to moving to the particular

subdivision. Thus, 55 percent of those living in the rural subdivisions are

considered as "additional population" because, of the subdivisions (see Table

4). Other assumptions can be made about population impacts. In Appendix C,

three alternative sets of assumptions are outlined and the effect, of these

alternatives on the fiscal impact estimates are explored.

The second important assumption concerns- the increase in assessed Valua-

tion in the county because of the subdivisions.

"Without the subdivisions," 116 of the current 260 subdivisions residents

would (by the previous assumption) live in the, county; presumably they would

own houses and property of approximately the same, value. Also, without the

subdivisions, the currently subdivided land would be in range and forest use

worth about $100 per acre.

The increase in assessed valuation due to the subdivisions is then assumed

to be the current value of the subdivision land and improvements minus:

(1) The value of the homes which the 116 "without subdivision" residents

(33 families) would have owned if the study subdivisions had not been platted;

(2) the unsubdivided value of the land presently in the subdivision (

$100 per acre).
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Table 4.	 Assumptions About Population and Assessed Valuation
(Eight Selected Rural Subdivisions, 1976)

Type of subdivision

With
subdivisions
(Actual values)

Without
subdivisions

(Assumed values)

Assumed
net increase

due to
subdivision

Exurban
Population

Assessed valuation
133

$	 687,172
6(A/

b/
$238,813-

73
$	 448,359

Small town fringe c/
population 57 25- 32

Assessed valuation 417,675 $ 87,844- $	 329,831

Isolated recreational e/
population 70 31T/ 39

Assessed valuation $	 341,985 $ 78,351- $	 263,634

TOTAL
Population 260 116 144

Assessed valuation $ 1,446,832 $405,008 $1,041,834

a/ 45% of 133

b/ (367 acres x $100/acre)) + (17 resident households x $11,889 average value of
residence.)

c/ 45% of 57

d/ (139 acres x $100/acre)) + (8 resident households x $9,243 average value of
residence.)

e/ 457 of 70

f/ (290 acres x $100/acre) + (11 immigrant-households x $5,806 average value of
residences.)
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Population-sensitive revenue and expenditure estimates. Many fiscal im-

pact studies attempt to estimate changes in every revenue source and every

type of public expenditure, even though there may be no stable relationship

between the particular revenue/expenditure and changes in population. Observed

variations in real per capita expenditures and revenues over time and across

population size groups raise serious questions about such attempts and suggests

they may be quite misleading.

The method used in this report recognizes the complexities of local govern-

ment finance and attempts to identify those revenue sources and possible expend-

itures which are clearly related to the increases in population in rural sub-

divisions.

Summary of the fiscal impact method used in present report 

The method for computing fiscal impacts used in the present report has

four steps:

wIdentify for the county and the school district those revenues from the

state and other levels of government which are clearly related to population

increases, then estimate how much greater these were in 1976 than they would

have been in 1976 if the county had not allowed the subdivisions and if the

population which moved to the subdivisions from outside the county had not

moved into the county.

•Identify the difference in property taxes to be received by the county

and school district in 1976 at the current tax rates under the "with subdivi-

sion" and the "without subdivision" alternatives. For several reasons explained

below, this figure is not an estimate of the additional property taxes the

county and school district received in 1976 because it allowed the eight rural

subdivisions to be platted eight years ago. It is rather the amount that each

government could have increased its expenditures given the increased assessed

valuation and the increase in federal and state revenues, and still maintained

the same tax rate.

•Identify estimated expenditure increases: County expenditures on roads,

health services, general government, law enforcement and other services appear

to bear little relationship to population: just because the county spends
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$6.25 per person on law enforcement this year is not a good indication of what

it would have spent if county population had been 10 percent higher or lower.

It could very easily spend either more or less per person on law enforcement

at a higher population level. What the county does spend on law enforcement

or roads is dependent not just on population, but also very importantly on

what happens to other revenue sources (such as federal forest-related payments),

the location of new development, state and federal regulations and decisions,

the particular characteristics of the new residents, the standards to which

roads are built in the subdivisions, and a number of other factors. Because

of this complexity, and the resulting difficulty of estimating population im-

pacts on a variety of county services, the analysis of expenditure impacts is

restricted to services in which there is a clear relationship between the pop-

ulation increase and the expenditure change.

School district expenditures are more closely related to population in-

creases than county expenditures. Of the two major variable expenditures

(classroom instruction and transportation), classroom teaching expenditures

probably increase in almost direct proportion to the number of students. Est-

imating increases in school transportation expenditures is somewhat more complex.

While it is recognized that the existence of additional population creates

pressures for additional expenditures in the future (both from the population

itself and from the department heads with greater perceived responsibilities),

these are not quantified in the short-run expenditure estimates (because they

are probably not reflected in the budgets). They are identified as long-run 

pressures on expenditures. Estimated short-run expenditure increases are in-

tended to reflect those additional expenditures which the county and school

districts were required to make in the subdivisions examined at their current

levels of development eight years after platting. Long-run pressures are

those which the county may have to contend with in the future.

• Compare the sum of the first two items with "estimated short-run expen-
diture increases" and compute the effect of the subdivision on the tax rates

of county residents. If additional revenues from items 1 and 2 at the current

tax rate are less than "estimated short-run expenditure increases," then (at

the current levels of development) the tax rate is higher in 1976 than it would

have been "without the subdivisions."
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The revenue impact: additional state aids with rural subdivisions 

The major county and school district revenues which are sensitive to pop-

ulation increases are the state aids distributed on the basis of population,

students, and automobile registrations (4 percent of county revenues and 25

percent of school district revenues).

State revenues to counties. The largest sources of revenue to the county

are Federal 0 & C Revenues and National Forest Revenues. These are not sensi

tive to population increases, but rather to the timber cut and timber prices.

The county receives three important State-shared revenues which are population-

sensitive, i.e., which are related quite directly to population: (See Appendix

B.)

(1) Liquor Revenues ($110,000 for Klamath County in FY 1975-76): Ten

percent of the gross receipts of the Oregon Liquor Control Commission is dis-

tributed to counties in proportion to the county's share of the State's popu-

lation;

(2) Cigarette Tax revenues ($80,000 in FY 1975-76): One-ninth of the

gross proceeds of the State Cigarette Tax is paid to counties in proportion

to the county's share of the State's population;

(3) Highway user revenues ($400,000 in FY 1975-76): Twenty percent of

the proceeds of the State gasoline tax, weight-mile tax, vehicle registration

and operator's license fees and certain fines and penalties is paid to counties

in proportion to the county's share of total vehicle registrations. This

money must be spent on roads or parks (or other purposes specified in the State

Constitution). Another minor source of revenues related to population is the

amusement device tax ($3,000 in FY 1975-76), levied by the State on coin-oper-

ated music and amusement devices. Forty percent (40%) of the gross receipts

is distributed to counties on the basis of population.

For fiscal year 1975-76, the Association of Oregon Counties estimated

that counties could anticipate receiving $2.29 per capita from liquor revenues,

$1.67 per capita from cigarette revenues and $18.08 per motor vehicle from the

highway revenues. Amusement tax revenues were estimated to be about $0.06 per

capita.
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State revenues to school districts. Klamath County School District re-

ceived State money from three of the five apportionments in the Basic School

Support Fund (transportation, the flat grants and the growth apportionment)

and from the Common School Fund (See Appendix B).

Through the flat grants apportionment and the growth apportionment, the
-

school district received $294 in FY 1975-76 for each pupil (ADrt
1-/ ) registered

as of December 31, 1975.

The increase in revenues for school transportation resulting from the

existence of the subdivision and the associated children is practically impos-

sible to estimate. The transportation apportionment is essentially 60 percent

of the approved transportation expenditures of the district 2 years prior.

"Approvable" expenditures are essentially those made for transporting children

to and from school (including salaries, maintenance, depreciation, etc.) and

board and room in lieu of transportation expenditures. In order to accurately

estimate the increase in transportation revenues in 1976 over what they would

have been "without the subdivision," it is necessary to estimate what additional

"approvable" expenditures the district would have made in 1974 under the two

alternatives. This would require knowing management decisions about bus routes

and sizes of buses, on which the additional expenditure estimates depend. How

big a bus would the district have gotten and how would the district have shuf-

fled existing buses and bus routes if the subdivision had not been platted?

Again the assumptions are critical to the results. Where would the Klamath

County children now living in the subdivisions have lived if the subdivisions

had not been platted? What would their busing costs have been from other loca-

tions?

The additional transportation apportionment funds available to the county

"with the subdivision" in 1976 are estimated in this report by multiplying the

number of new pupils by the average 1976 reimbursement per ADM in Klamath

County ($37.32). If each subdivision student in FY 1975 cost the school added

transportation expenditures (above what they would have been "without the sub-

1/ADM--Average Daily Membership--is one of, several terms used to designate the
number of pupils in a school or school district.
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division") amounting to exactly the average to the school district of district

transportation costs and if the ratio of subdivision ADM to district ADM did

not change between 1974 and 1976, then this method would be an accurate esti-

mate of the additional revenues available to the school district.

The Common School Fund is a mechanism for making the funds the state re-

ceives from lands deeded to the state by the federal government available to

school districts. Income from the sale, lease or rental of this land plus

revenues from the sale of the products of this land is distributed to counties

on the basis of school census (estimate of the number of residents between the

ages of 4 and 20). Counties then distribute the revenues to school districts

in proportion to each district's ADM count. In Klamath County the common

school fund equalled about $8 per ADM.

The increase in revenues in the county school fund which is available to

school districts "with the subdivision" is equal to the school portion of the

county property tax rate [$0.20 per $1,000 assessed value (AV2/ )] times the

increase in assessed valuation "with the subdivision" times the proportion that

Klamath County School Districts ADM's represents of the total ADM in the county.

The usefulness of these figures to project future county revenues depends

on the assumptions that the state will not change its collection or distribution

formulas. Per capita figures have fluctuated quite a bit in the past couple

of years, in both State-shared revenues for the county and the State Basic

School Support Fund.

The revenue impact: additional property tax revenues available with subdivisions 

Property taxes provide 12.2 percent of county revenues and 51 percent of

school district revenues. Property taxes, however, do not increase directly

as a result of population or assessed value increases. Property tax levies

are essentially the amount needed to balance the budget after subtracting non-

property tax revenues from planned expenditures.

-'According to Oregon Law, taxable property in Oregon must be assessed at
"true cash value." AV will be used to abbreviate "assessed value" in this
report. Tax rates in Oregon are expressed in dollars per $1,000 assessed value
($/$1,000 AV).
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This means that the size of the property tax levy does not bear any neces-

sary relationship to either population or assessed valuation. It is determined

jointly with planned expenditures and expected non-property tax revenues.

Property tax levies in Oregon are also limited by the State Constitution

to 6 percent above the government's tax base, unless the voters approve a mea-

sure authorizing a government to levy a higher tax. A detailed explanation of

this limitation is found in Extension Circular 906 (Weber, 1976). For Klamath

County, this means that the county levy can only increase by 6 percent per

year without voter authorization of a higher levy, regardless of the increase

in population or assessed value. The county has historically not exceeded this

6 percent limitation. Unless the county went to the voters and received author-

ization to levy a higher tax, therefore, a 10 percent increase in assessed valu-

ation in the county between 1976 and 1977 would not mean a 10 percent increase

in the tax levy. It would imply a 6 percent increase in the levy and a 3.6 per-

cent decrease in the tax rate from $2.07/$1,000 to $1.99/$1,000.

Because the school district tax base in recent years has averaged only

about 25 percent of the operating levy (21 percent in 1976), voters must approve

the operating levy of the school district every year, and the tax rate is deter-

mined by the outcome of the annual election.

Although additional assessed valuation does not automatically result in

additional property taxes, it does provide the opportunity for local govern-

ments to increase their expenditures and maintain the same tax rate. Thus, as

an intermediate step in computing the impact of the rural subdivisions on tax

rates, the property taxes the county and school district would receive (assum-

ing voters approved the required levies) if they were to tax the new assessed

valuation at the current tax rate are estimated. These estimates are computed

by multiplying the additional assessed valuation of the subdivisions by the

1976 property tax rates for the county and school district.

Added county expenditures 

Estimating the additional expenditure which the county incurred in 1976

"because of" any specific rural subdivision platted 8 years earlier is also
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difficult. This is primarily because, although it is possible to estimate

the costs of serving a particular area at the present time (i.e., "with the

subdivision") one does not know what the county would have looked like "with-

out the subdivision." Expenditures are also affected by the questions: if

the subdivisions had not been platted, how many of the present residents would

be living in the county? where would they have lived instead?

The impacts of different locations on public service expenditures (i.e.,

the possible higher costs "with the subdivisions" of serving a possibly more

geographically dispersed population) are not discussed in this report (except

for school transportation expenses). The report focuses only on the impact of

additional population on public service costs and revenues.

The burden the additional population of these subdivisions places on

county expenditures may be quite small. There are two reasons for this: (a)

Many of the "start up" regulatory activities of the county associated with new

residents (subdivision, building and sanitary inspection, zoning change requests,

etc.) are partially or wholly paid for by service charges and fees; (b) As

demonstrated in an earlier section of the report, the current populations of

these subdivisions do not demand or use many of the county services.

The major county services which might be expected to be demanded by rural

subdivision residents are roads and sheriff's department services. In the case

of law enforcement, however, only 2 of 48 survey respondents indicated that

they would call the county sheriff for emergencies rather than the Oregon State

Police. It would appear then that in the case of law enforcement there is

effectively no increase in county expenditures "caused by" the subdivisions.

The county probably does have higher road expenditures than it would with-

out the subdivision. Estimates of the additional road expenditures were made

using two approaches. The first approach (searching the county road files for

the past 5 years to determine how much was actually spent on the various

stretches of road during this period) was discarded after it was discovered

that the expenditures related to the subdivisions for this period were either

high or low, depending on whether the county made a major expenditure on the

specific road (i.e., resurfacing). The alternative approach adopted for this

study was to obtain from the County Public Works Director an estimate of the
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average annual cost of maintaining county roads--separate estimates were made

for blacktop and gravel roads. These estimates are presented in Table 5. In

the case of one subdivision in the Crescent area, the county is maintaining

0.2 mile of asphalt road that serves only that subdivision. The additional

cost to the county "caused by" this subdivision is estimated at $650 per year.

The average annual cost of maintaining an asphalt road ($3,250 per mile) is

multiplied by the 0.2 mile of road serving the subdivision.

The case for the isolated recreational subdivisions is somewhat more com-

plex. The existence of these subdivisions appears to have created pressure

for improvement of the access roads so that school buses could safely travel

the roads. This road was a county road long before the platting of the sub-

divisions. Since the platting of the subdivisions, however, the county has

regraveled the road and is maintaining it at a higher level.

If it is argued that the improvements and maintenance would not have been

made in the access road "without the subdivisions," then all of the costs of

the improvements and maintenance should be considered a cost of the subdivision.

If, on the other hand, it is argued that the improvement and maintenance would

have been made "without the subdivision" (i.e., that the concentration of res-

idents in the other subdivisions would have created pressure for the road im-

provements), then no additional cost should be attributed to the subdivision.

An alternative to the all-or-nothing approach is adopted in the present

study. This is to arbitrarily "attribute" half of the maintenance and snow-

removal costs to the subdivision on the basis that there is a 50-50 chance the

costs would have been incurred "without the subdivisions." If half of this

cost is arbitrarily allocated to the selected subdivisions in the study, the

subdivisions can be estimated to cost the county $2,131 annually ($1,550/mile/

year x .5 x 2.75 mile). While this violates the strict "with" - "without" as-

sumption made previously, this seems reasonable, given the difficulty of deter-

mining what would have happened "without."

Since the additional road revenues are estimated at only $369 per year,

this estimated $2,131/year in costs implies that average level of road mainten-

ance in the county would have declined "with the subdivision" unless the county
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Table 5. Estimated Annual Costs of Road Improvement and Maintenance 1976
Klamath County, Oregon

Cost/mile/year

Paved road

Overlay mat (15-year life) $ 2,550

Striping 50

Signs 50

Patching 100

Misc. (Mowing, ditchcleaning, culvert cleaning) 150

Snow removal and sanding 250

Average annual cost $ 3,250

Gravel road

Surfacing (15-year life) 	 (6" surface) $ 1,000

Grading 100

Signs 50

Snow removal and sanding 250

Misc.	 (Mowing, ditchcleaning, culvert cleaning) 150

Average annual cost $ 1,550

Source: Lyle Smith, Klamath County public works director.
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transferred some of the additional general fund revenues generated by the sub-

division into the road fund, in which case taxes would have increased.

Added school district expenditures 

Each immigrant student is estimated to cost the school district $840,

which is the average "variable" cost of providing instruction and transporta-

tion to students in the Klamath County School District. (See Appendix B for

additional information on this computation.)

In the case of the isolated recreational subdivision, it was noted on

Table 3 that the existence of the subdivision added 12 additional miles per

day to the bus route over what would have been necessary if the subdivisions

had not been platted or had been platted along existing bus routes. The aver-

age cost of transporting students in Klamath County in Fiscal Year 1976 was

$.98/mile. School district figures indicate that the variable cost/mile for

gasoline, maintenance, tires, etc. is about $.23/mile. Using this conservative

estimate of $.23/mile, the additional cost to the school district of serving

these subdivisions the 175 school days each year would be $483.

Fiscal impacts of the rural subdivisions 

Tables 6, 7 and 8 present a detailed description of the estimating proce-

dure for the fiscal impacts of the three rural subdivisions examined in this

report. Each of the tables contains information about the subdivisions (from

the County Assessor's Office and Planning Office records), the number of house-

holds, people and students in each of the subdivisions (obtained in a house-to-

house survey), and the assumptions used in the study to determine the additional

(immigrant) population, motor vehicles, students and assessed valuation figures

used in the computations. To determine the new or immigrant population for

example, the observed number of people in the subdivisions was multiplied by

the average immigration rate determined from the sample to yield the number of

immigrants. This figure is used in computing the additional state aids which

the county receives "with the subdivisions."

These estimates depend critically on the assumptions that the entire

"immigrant" population must be counted as "additional population because of

the subdivisions." The sensitivity of the estimates to alternative assumptions
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Table 6. The Fiscal Impact of Selected Exurban Subdivisions.
(2 subdivisions with 113 lots platted in the period 1967-68)

(Development rate 3.2%/year)

38 households	 x	 55% immigration rate 20.9 immigrant households
133 people	 x	 55% immigration rate 73.2 immigrants
43
20.9

students	 55% immigration rate
 
x

immigrant household  x :1.94 vehicle/household =
23,6
40.5

immigrant students
immigrant vehicles

Increase in assessed valuation (AV) "with the subdivisions' $448,359

ADDITIONAL REVENUES: 1976 

County 

General fund

Cigarette revenues ($1.67/capita x 73.2 immigrants) 	 $ 122
Liquor revenues ($2.29/capita x 73.2 immigrants) 	 168
Amusement tax revenues ($.06/capita x 73.2 immigrants) 	 4
Property tax ($2.07/$1,000 AV x $448,359 increase in AV) 	 928 

$1,222

Road fund

Highway user revenues ($18.08/motor vehicle x 20.5
immigrant motor vehicles) 	 $ 732 

Total county 	  $1,954

School district 

State aids

Basic school support fund
Transportation account ($37.32/ADM x 23.6 immigrant

students)
Flat grant and growth ($294/ADM x 23.6 immigrant

students)
Common school fund ($8/ADM x 23.6 immigrant students)

Property tax ($9.34/$1,000 AV x 448,359 increase in AV)

County school fund ($.20/$1,000 AV x 448,359 increase

in AV x .63 [
ADM in school district

])Total Klamath Co. ADM

$ 881

6,938
189

.4,188

56

Total school district ........ 	 ' •	 . . .$12,252

ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURES: 1976 

County 

Road fund
General fund

School district 

Instruction, transportation and miscellaneous variable
expenditures ($840/ADM x 23.6 immigrant students)

	
$19,824
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Table 7. The Fiscal Impact of Selected Small Town Fringe Subdivisions.
(4 subdivisions of 126 lots platted during the period 1964-69)

(Development rate: 1.7%/year)

20 households	 x 60% immigration rate	 = 12 immigrant households
57 people	 x 60% immigration rate	 = 32.5 immigrants
17 students	 x 60% immigration rate	 = 9.7 immigrant students
12 immigrant households x 1.94 vehicles/household = 23.3 immigrant vehicles

Increase in assessed valuation (AV) "with the subdivisions" = $329,831

ADDITIONAL REVENUES: 1976 

County 

General fund

Cigarette revenues ($1.67/capita x 32.5 immigrants) 	 54
Liquor revenues ($2.29/capita x 32.5 immigrants) 	 74
Amusement tax revenues ($.06/capita x 32.5 immigrants)	 2
Property tax ($2.07/$1,000 AV x $329,831 increase in AV) 	 683 

Road fund

Highway user revenues ($1,808/motor vehicle x 23.3 immigrant
motor vehicles) 	 $ 421 

Total county 	  $ 1,234
School district 

State aids
Basic school support fund

Transportation account ($37.32/ADM x 9.7 immigrant
students)	 362

Flat grant and growth ($294/ADM x 9.7 immigrant
students)	 2,852

Common school fund ($8/ADM x 9.7 immigrant students) 	 78
Property tax ($9.34/$1,000 AV x 329,831 increase in AV) 	 3,031
County school fund ($.20/$1,000 AV x 329,831 increase in AV

.63 [
ADM in school district 
ADM in Klamath County ])

Total school district ....... . . 	 .	 . . .

ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURES: 1976 

County 

Road fund	 650
General fund	 0

School district 

Instruction, transportation and miscellaneous variable

expenditures ($840/ADM x 9.7 immigrant students)
	

$ 8,148

41 

$ 6,414
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Table 8. The Fiscal Impact of Selected Isolated Recreation Subdivisions.
(2 subdivisions with 112 lots platted during the period 1966-72)

(Development rate: 2.1%/year)

19 households 55% immigration rate = 10.5 immigrant households

70 people 55% immigration rate = 38.6 immigrants

22 students 55% immigration rate = 12.2 immigrant students

10.5 immigrant households x 1.94 vehicles/household .7 20.4 immigrant vehicles

Increase in assessed valuation (AV) "with the subdivisions" = $263,634

ADDITIONAL REVENUES: 1976

County 

General fund

Cigarette revenues ($1.67/capita x 38.6 immigrants) 64
Liquor revenues ($2.29/capita x 38.6 immigrants) 88
Amusement tax revenues ($.06/capita x 38.6 immigrants) 2
Property tax ($2.07/$1,000 x 263,634 increase in AV) 546

700

Road fund

Highway user revenues ($1,808/motor vehicle x 20.4
immigrant vehicles) $	 369

Total county 	 $ 1,069

School district

455

3,587
98

2,462

33

State aids

Basic school support fund
Transportation account 	 ($37.32/ADM x 12.2 immigrant

students)
Flat grant and growth ($294/ADM x 12.2 immigrant

students)
Common school fund ($8/ADM x 12.2 immigrant students)

Property tax ($9.34/$1,000 AV x 263,634 increase in AV)

County school fund ($.20/$1,000 AV x 263,634 increase in AV
ADM in school district

x .63 [ ADM in Klamath County ])

Total school district 	 	 	 . .$ 6,635

ADDITIONAL EXPENDITURES: 1976 

County 

Road fund
General fund

School district 

Instruction, transportation and miscellaneous variable
expenditures ($840/ADM x 12.2 immigrant students)

Additional transportation expenditure (12 mi/day x $.23/mi
x 175 days)

$ 2,131
0

$10,248

483 

$10,731
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about "additional population" is explored in Appendix C.

Summary of fiscal impacts 

Table 9 summarizes the fiscal impacts calculated in Tables 6, 7 and 8.

It can be seen that in two cases the subdivisions are estimated to generate

more in additional revenues for county government than they add to county

government costs. The only situation in which this is not true is in the case

of the northern isolated subdivisions. If 100 percent of Beal Road costs had

been assigned to the subdivisions, the additional costs to the county would

have been even greater.

For the school district, however, these subdivisions all were estimated

to generate more in additional costs than they brought in additional revenues.

Each immigrant student is estimated to cost the school district the aver-

age variable cost of educating and transporting students in Klamath County

School District ($840) while bringing in considerably less revenue. For the

isolated recreational subdivision, there were additional school busing costs

caused by the subdivision.

Long-run pressures for added county and school district expenditures 

Over the long run, the pressures generated by new residents on the admin-

istrative machinery of county government tend to be converted into budget al-

locations. These pressures may come in several areas:

(1) Administration. While the populations in individual developments do

not themselves create the need for additional staff in the district attorney's

office or the commissioner's office or other offices, the cumulative effect of

population increases generates pressures for additional staffing in those offices
over time and this is difficult to assign to any specific element of new pop-

ulation.

(2) Sheriff's office. If additional population creates pressure for

another deputy in the northern part of the county, this could increase law

enforcement costs.

(3) Road department. Pressure to take over the maintenance of roads and

keep them plowed in the winter comes with added population. This pressure
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$ 9.54

19.03

($ 9.49)1

$ 59.24

95.81

($ 36.57) 

Table 9. Summary of Fiscal Impacts: Selected Rural Subdivisions Klamath County.

Type of Subdivision Total
Per platted

lot
Exurban Subdivision (113 lots)

County

Added revenues $ 1,954 $17.29

Added expenditures 0 0

Net fiscal impact $ 1,954 $17.29

School district

Added revenues 12,252 108.42

Added expenditures 19,824 175.43

Net fiscal impact ($7,572) ($ 67.01)

Small town fringe subdivision (126 lots)
County

Added revenues $ 1,234 $	 9.79

Added expenditures 650 5.16

Net fiscal impact $	 584 $	 4.631

School district

Added revenues 6,414 50.90

Added expenditures 8,148 64.67

Net fiscal impact ($ 1,734) ($ 13.77

Isolated recreational subdivision (112 lots) 
County

Added revenues	 $ 1,069

Added expenditures
(with 50% Beal Road costs)	 2,131

Net fiscal impact	 ($ 1,062)

School district

Added revenues
	

$ 6,635

Added expenditures
	 10,731

Net fiscal impact
	

($ 4,096)

Figures in parenthesis indicate negative fiscal impacts--that added expenditures
exceed added revenues.
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comes directly from residents and through the school district which receives

pressure for busing children in presently unserved areas.

Under present county policy, the county will maintain any subdivision 

road which is brought to a county standard for paved roads by the subdivider

or the residents. While not many isolated recreational subdivisions have taken

advantage of this policy, some have and as the populations of such subdivisions

increase it is possible that more subdivisions will in the future.

Higher population concentrations will also increase the pressure on the

county to improve access roads to the subdivisions. Present county policy is

not to improve such access roads. However, with higher levels of development,

pressure on the county to change this policy will increase.

Pressures for increased school district expenditures in the long-run are

more direct. Additional population concentrations usually lead to the building

of new schools or additions to present schools. Pressure for lengthened bus

routes and new buses are also generated by such population concentrations.

To the extent that these long-run pressures are converted into county and

school district expenditures, the estimates appearing in Tables 5 - 10 under-

state the true long term cost of these subdivisions to taxpayers.

Impact of selected subdivisions on tax rates of taxpayers 

In order to make the estimates in Table 9 more meaningful to taxpayers,

the impacts are translated into changes in the tax rates in Table 10.

Taxpayers in the county are divided into two groups: (1) "rural" tax-

payers (those who pay taxes to support both the elementary and high schools in

the Klamath County school district--this includes most taxpayers in the county

outside the Klamath Falls area); and (2) "urban" taxpayers (those who pay

taxes to support Elementary District No. 1 and Klamath Union High School--

which includes almost all Klamath Falls residents plus some on the fringe).

There is a third group of taxpayers who live on the southern fringe of the

Klamath Falls urban area who pay taxes to support the elementary school oper-

ations and facilities of the Klamath County School District and the Klamath

Union High District. The impact on tax rates for this group falls somewhere

between the impacts on those in the other two groups.
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Table 10. Impact of the Selected Subdivisions on Tax Rates of
Klamath County Taxpayers.

Key: + = 1976 tax rate is higher "because of" subdivision
= 1976 tax rate is lower "because Of" subdivision

All "rural" taxpayers 
(i.e., county taxpayers
paying taxes to support
both elementary and
high schools in Klamath
County school district)

rExurban subdivision I

Change in county tax rate ($/$1,000 AV) -$.002
Change in school district tax rate

($/$1,000 AV)	 + .012 

Total change in tax rate ($/$1,000 AV)+$.010

Small town fringe subdivision I

Change in county tax rate ($/$1,000 AV) -$.001
Change in school district tax rate

($/$1,000 AV)	 + .003 

Total change in tax rate($/$1,000 AV) +$.002

'Isolated recreational subdivision I

Change in county tax rate ($/$1,000 AV) +$.001
Change in school district tax rate

($/$1,000 AV)	 + .006 

Total change in tax rate ($/$1,000 AV)+$.007

All "urban" taxpayers 
(Taxpayers in Klamath
Falls area paying taxes
to Elementary School
District No. 1 and
Klamath Union High)

.002

-$.002

-$.001

+$.001

Assessed valuation: True cash value as of January 1, 1976:

Klamath county
	

$879,453,306
County elementary
	

$651,155,685
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"Rural" taxpayers are affected by the subdivisions through changes in the

taxes they pay to both county government and the school district. "Urban" tax-

payers feel no effect of the rural subdivisions on their school district taxes

because by assumption the urban school districts have the same number of pupils

"with" or "without" the subdivisions. The only change for "urban" taxpayers is

in the tax to county government.

The figures in Table 10 are to be interpreted as the amount by which 1976

tax rates with the several subdivisions are higher (+) or lower (-) than they

would have been if the subdivisions had not been platted 8 years ago and if

the residents who moved to the county to live in these subdivisions had not

done so. The figures are obtained by dividing the "net fiscal impact" esti-

mates in Table 8 by the assessed valuation of the county and school district.

Clearly the impact of two or four subdivisions on the taxes paid by county

residents is very small. For the "rural" taxpayer who owns property assessed

at $30,000, 1976 property taxes are estimated to be 30 cents higher than they

would have been "without" the 112 exurban subdivision lots (+$0.010/$1,000 AV

x $30,000). For the "urban" taxpayer with property assessed at $30,000, 1976

property taxes are estimated to be 6 cents lower than they would have been

"without" the exurban subdivision.

These estimates depend on our assumptions about the effect of creating a

rural subdivision on immigration to the county. Appendix C examines the sen-

sitivity of the estimates to alternative assumptions about immigration caused

by the subdivisions. Better information about this issue will permit firmer

conclusions about short and long term fiscal impacts.
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Conclusions 

Proposals for new subdivisions in Klamath County and elsewhere often gen-

erate heated controversy. One issue which is often raised regarding these sub-

divisions is the extent to which they raise or lower taxes of existing resi-

dents. The present report was written to shed some light on this issue and to

provide a way of analyzing the question which can be used by planners and others

to estimate such impacts. Based on the assumptions identified in the body of

the report, the data in the report allow the following conclusions:

(1) Homebuilding (year-round and seasonal) on the 20,000 rural subdivi-

sion lots in Klamath County is proceeding at a very slow rate (probably 2-3 per-
cent per year) relative to the total number of lots platted.

(2) Even isolated rural subdivisions in Klamath County have a high per-

centage of year-round residents. More than 80 percent of the dwellings studied

(in what have been labeled "recreational" subdivisions by subdividers and the

assessor) are used as year-round residences. Furthermore, the differences among

the different types of subdivisions with respect to year-round occupancy, rates

of development, and non-local ownership are not very great and are quite differ-

ent than expected.

(3) In the short run, exurban and "fringe" subdivisions bring in more

revenue to county government (not school districts) than they require in addi-

tional expenditures because the population does not "demand" county services or

put a burden on county administration. The isolated recreational subdivision,

however, was estimated to "cost" more than it brought in in revenues. This is

due to the fact that this particular subdivision appears to have generated

enough pressure to cause the county to make major improvements in an access road

and to put it on the county maintenance schedule. To the extent that subsequent

changes in county policy make it more difficult for subdivisions to obtain access

road improvements, such expenditures may not recur. On the other hand, addi-

tional population in these areas generates pressure for added road expenditures.

All rural subdivisions "cost" the school district: The new students add

more to costs than to revenues because of the way the schools are financed
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in this state. (It is most likely that school costs are greater than revenues

for almost any residential area in the county, if the entire cost for schools

is charged against residential lots and improvements.) The isolated recrea-

tional subdivision, however, was estimated to add 12 additional miles to the

school bus route each day, with a consequent increase in transportation costs.

(4) Taxpayers outside Klamath Falls (in tax code areas paying into the

Klamath County School District) probably pay a slightly higher property tax

than they would without the subdivisions. Exurban and "fringe" subdivisions

may lower the property taxes of Klamath Falls taxpayers slightly. "Isolated

recreational" subdivisions may very slightly raise their taxes.

(5) The assessor's office may not be picking up all new improvements cur-

rently existing in the subdivisions, due perhaps in part to unreported improve-

ments.

(6) The type of subdivision which has experienced the most rapid growth

in terms of number of lots over the past 5 years (the isolated rural subdivi-

sions) appears to have had the most negative impact on county finances. As

indicated above, however, to the extent that road improvement policy can dis-

courage major road expenditures for these subdivisions, this negative impact

may not be a continuing problem.

(7) In the long run, if the additional population generates pressure for

additional administration and services, the additional population can be ex-

pected to increase county costs. Administration of sanitary, building, zoning,

and other health-related regulations is more difficult in the isolated rural

subdivisions than in areas close to Klamath Falls. In the long run, added pop-

ulation in rural areas may increase the sheriff's responsibility in these areas

which may increase patrol and alarm response costs. Each new subdivision by

itself has little impact. The cumulative effect of a large number of subdivi-

sions may be substantial.

(8) In the long run, these subdivisions may generate high social/environ-

mental costs to other county residents when the effects of inexpensive housing

and "inadequate" plumbing begin to be felt by other county residents. One is

left with the feeling that the problems associated in rural subdivisions may

not be primarily fiscal: i.e., the "costs" of these subdivisions may be
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environmental and health costs, the obvious potential problem of shallow wells

and septic systems.

(9) Decisions affecting the future costs these subdivisions may impose

on the county depend on many things: (1) the extension of more county ser-

vices to rural subdivisions is basically a political decision; it depends partly

on the political pressure exerted by residents of the subdivision; it is not

possible to estimate at what development level the political pressure would be-

come so intense that the county would want to extend services; (2) the transfer

of maintenance of roads requires a decision by the residents of the subdivision

to assess themselves to bring the road up to county standards, as well as a

decision by the county to accept the road for maintenance; (3) the existence

of more county law enforcement protection to rural subdivision residents depend

not only on the political pressure put on the sheriff by rural residents (which

is negligible at the present time) but also on the willingness of the Oregon

State Police to continue responding to requests for help.

(10) The real question appears not to be "Are rural subdivisions a fiscal

boon or a fiscal burden to county taxpayers?" Rather it is "What constitutes

a public need for new subdivisions of the type commonly platted?" Lots in the

type of rural subdivision which is currently being platted in Klamath County

are being used in three ways:

(1) Year-round housing (9 percent of lots), but 90 percent

of improvements.

(2) Recreation housing (1 percent of lots), 10 percent of

improvements.

(3) Speculation or possible future housing (90 percent of

lots).

If more land for speculation is deemed a legitimate public need allowing

additional rural subdivisions to be platted would serve this need. Even pre-

sently however, there is potential for considerable buying and selling (specu-

lation) of the 18,000 currently unimproved rural lots.

If, however, the public need is defined as land for year=Tound or seasonal

residential use, there are enough presently platted lots to satisfy this demand

at the current rates of development for the next 75 years. Even if one assumes

that two-thirds of these lots are "unsuitable" for residential use because of
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soils limitations or the cost of developing them into suitable homesites, this

still leaves a large number of undeveloped lots which could serve this need.

Finally, if the public desire is to provide seasonal residential opportun-

ities, the present subdivisions and planning do not seem to be very selective

in generating this type of improvement and use.
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APPENDIX A

Public Services in Rural Subdivisions 

Public services in the isolated recreational subdivisions 

Law enforcement. Police protection to these subdivisions is provided by

the State police located in Gilchrist, Oregon; therefore, the subdivisions do

not put a burden on the County Sheriff's budget at present.

The Oregon Police office includes one game officer and four traffic offi-

cers to cover 265 square miles. Their duties include sporadic patrol of re-

creational subdivisions, but for all practical purposes, operate on a complaint

basis only. The office personnel felt they were grossly understaffed and can

only patrol the subdivisions when directly asked to do so.

The county has located a part-time deputy in Crescent, Oregon (approxi-

mately 1 mile south of Gilchrist). However, this deputy is not responsible

for law enforcement or criminal activity, but rather acts in the capacity of a

civil deputy, issuing only legal papers and court summons.

Fire protection. The subdivisions in this isolated area are not within

the boundaries of any fire district and are not covered for fire protection.

The majority of people living in the areas believe that the Lapine Fire dis-

trict (in Deschutes County to the north of Klamath County) or the Walker Range

Control will respond to any fire they may have.

The Walker Range Control, in Gilchrist, is a private fire control cooper-

ative with responsibility for local forests. This protection is not intended

for structural fires but Walker Range Control may respond if in their judgment

the structural fire jeopardizes nearby forests under their responsibility. It

is also only in operation during those periods of the year when the forests are

dangerously dry. Throughout the winter months the equipment is stored and locked 

22. The financing for this service is made privately through individual mem

bers of the cooperative.

The Lapine rural fire district's southern boundary is the county line which

is 2 miles north of these subdivisions. The Lapine district does have an agree-

ment with the Walker Range Control to assist them with any major fire. But

neither group has any responsibility for protecting the subdivisions.
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Water. Everyone in the areas has individual wells. The water table in

the area is very close to the surface, permitting the people to utilize very

shallow wells.

Sewerage. All residences, with one or two exceptions, have septic tanks.

Exceptions were outside privies.

Solid waste facilities. The nearest county-operated solid waste facility

is a landfill west of Crescent approximately 25 miles from this area.

Roads and streets. Snow removal and maintenance are maintained within

the subdivision by the residents themselves. The developer occasionally as-

sists, but this is very infrequent.

The county maintains a road which provides partial access to the subdivi-

sions. The road was a county road long before any development in the area, so

although the subdivisions and development did not necessitate this road, devel-

opment has led to increased maintenance to provide safer and more desirable

school bus travel. Other developments and recreational subdivisions in the

same general vicinity make it difficult to assign costs to individual develop-

ments: it is not clear exactly who should bear what proportion of the added

expense of providing better roads to this area.

Public education. The subdivisions are part of Klamath County School Dis-

trict. The school at Gilchrist furnishes education in grades 1 through 12.

(See "Small Town Fringe Subdivisions" for details.)

Public services in small town fringe subdivisions 

Law enforcement. Same as Isolated Recreational Subdivisions, largely

Oregon State Police when specifically called.

Fire protection. The Crescent fire district, located in the town of

Crescent, provides services for the three subdivisions which are located adja-

cent to Crescent. A tax is levied on all property owners within its boundaries

to support the fire district.

One of the four developments is not within this fire district's boundaries

and the Gilchrist fire department located immediately south of this subdivision

will not respond to calls outside of Gilchrist. Walker Range Control is the

only possible source of fire protection that this subdivision has and it is

doubtful that it would respond, a situation similar to that of the two subdivi-

sions previously discussed.
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Water. The Crescent water district provides water to all subdivisions

within this area with the exception of Roberts River Acres which is supplied

by water from the Deschutes River.

Sewerage. All residences within the subdivisions in this area use septic

tanks. Present plans may extend a sewer district into parts of some of the

subdivisions adjacent to Crescent.

Solid waste facilities. A 140 acre county-operated landfill is located

approximately 3 miles west of Crescent on the Crescent cut-off road. Expansion

potential of the facility is practically unlimited, given the present popula-

tion, and presently provides service for approximately 1,500 people. Solid

waste is packed and covered weekly. Environmental laws and increased use could

result in a need for daily coverage.

Roads and streets. On three of the four subdivisions, snow removal and

maintenance on subdivision streets are provided primarily by the residents them-

selves with very limited assistance from the developer. The fourth subdivision

(whose .2 mile street is paved) has been accepted for maintenance by the county.

Public education. Education is provided by the Klamath County School dis-

trict with local facilities located in Gilchrist. Grades 1 through 12 presently

have an enrollment of 432 pupils. Maximum capacity is 600 with current addi-

tions.

Public services in the exurban subdivisions 

Law enforcement. The Oregon State Police and County Sheriff's office will

respond to calls from this area although neither make routine patrols of the

area. Both of these agencies have local offices in Klamath Falls, Oregon. Al-

most all of the residents interviewed in these subdivisions indicated that they

would call the State police for assistance should the need arise for any type of

law enforcement services.

Fire protection. The Keno fire district provides services to both subdi-

visions surveyed in this area. A number of residents in these two subdivisions

are not within the boundaries of this district, and therefore, pay no taxes for

its support. A fire district spokesman indicated that both subdivisions are

covered and that the fire district would provide service to anyone living in the

two subdivisions.

Water. Except for two families, all residents had their own wells. The two
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families without wells carried water in containers from neighbors' wells. The

expense of a well in this area is quite high due to the depth of the water

table.

Sewerage. With the exception of one pit privy, everyone had septic tanks.

Solid waste facilities. A county-operated Transfer Station is located

directly in front of one of the subdivisions. The daily capacity equals 65

yards plus. Increased use of the facility could result in a major capital ex-

penditure for a compactor unit. If there is increased use, county officials

estimate that a compactor unit would, in the long run, be less costly than the

current system because it would reduce the number of truck runs to the landfill

site.

Roads and streets. Streets within the subdivisions are maintained primar-

ily by the residents. The developer in one subdivision contracts with one of

the residents to see that roads are kept free of snow in the winter, but many

of the residents seemed to feel that the majority of snow removal is done by

individual residents.

Public education. The subdivisions are within the Klamath County School

District. Children attending grades 1 through 8 receive their education at

the Keno Elementary School (See Figure 6). The old school building has a cap-

acity of 125 children. Temporary mobile classrooms are permitting the school

to handle a present enrollment of more than 200 students. A new school current-

ly under construction will have a capacity of 300 pupils.

Students in grades 9 through 12 attend Henley High School. Henley High

School has a current enrollment of 725 students, with ,a maximum capacity of

about 800 students. This school was built in 1964 with additions in 1966 and

1972.
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APPENDIX B

County and School'District Services and Finances

In order to compute fiscal impacts, it is necessary to understand the

financing of services provided by the county and school district. This appen-

dix attempts to provide an overview of county and school district finance.

County Finance 

Like other counties in Oregon, Klamath County provides a range of services

and receives money from a large number of sources. The total Klamath County

budget for FY 1975-76 was $14.5 million.

County expenditures 

County expenditures on services can be classified into six major functions:

general services and administration, law enforcement, human services, parks and

recreation, roads, and nursing homes. Major expenditures for 1975-76 which did

not fit into these categories are the expenditures on the new courthouse annex

and the jail renovation. Klamath County's planned expenditures on these fun-

ctions for the fiscal year 1975-76 (July 1, 1975 through June 30, 1976) are

indicated in Table B-1.

General services and administration. (26 percent of the county budget)

(the function of governing, record-keeping, managing county finances, adminis-

tering regulations and providing such services as solid waste disposal and lib-

rary services) is the largest category of county expenditures. The nursing 

home (24 percent) was the second largest function in the FY 1975-76 Klamath

County budget, largely because of the new building. Roads (22 percent) was

the third most expensive function. Law enforcement (7 percent), human services 

(4 percent), and parks and recreation (1 percent) accounted for a relatively

small share of county expenditures. Law enforcement expenditures, in fact, are

one of the lowest in the state on a per capita basis. This appears to be due

to the extent of law enforcement support provided by the Oregon State Police

offices in Klamath County.

A word of explanation about the County School Fund is in order. While the

County School Fund is part of the county budget (accounting for 6 percent of the

total budget), it is not money over which the county has any control. It is a

fund which the county is required to directly distribute to school districts.
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County revenues 

The money that is available to be spent by the county in any given year

(called county budget resources) includes certain monies carried over from the

previous year. It is necessary to have the "cash balance" at the beginning of

any year in order to pay salaries and bills in the period before revenues,

such as property tax and some federal and state revenues, are received. The

"cash balances" which constitute the largest "resource" category in,the 1975-

76 county budget (23 percent) include revenues from all sources received the

previous year which were unspent. It may also include unanticipated money re-

ceived in the previous fiscal year which could not legally be spent because

there was no provision in the budget for spending the money. Likewise, it may

also include money carried over from one year to the next in reserve funds for

major capital improvement projects.

Figure B-1 identifies the proportions of the county budget resources from

various sources.

The major addition to the nursing home required issuance of a bond. The

county essentially borrowed money from investors in order to construct these

facilities. While the total amount of the expenditure appears in this year's

budget, the expenditure was primarily financed by either grants or bonds. The

bonds commit the county to repayment of principal and interest in future years.

While the bond revenues account for 17 percent of the 1975-76 budget, repayment

of these bonds will represent a much smaller share of future years' budgets

(probably less than 2 percent of any future year's budget).

The remaining 60 percent of the resources for the 1975-76 Klamath County

budget are revenues received during that fiscal year which do not obligate the

county in future years. This revenue can be classified into five categories:

(1) earmarked federal and state, (2) non-earmarked federal and state, (3) ser-

vice charges and fees, (4) property taxes, and (5) miscellaneous.

Earmarked federal and state. (22 percent of County budget resources)

Earmarked revenues are those which the county is required to spend on a part-

icular service or function. There are three major categories of Federal and

State earmarked revenues: (1) National Forest Revenues: (12.7 percent) The

Federal government distributes 25 percent of the receipts from timber sales

from the National Forests to the state. Such revenues are distributed to the
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Figure B-1. Resources for the Klamath County Budget
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counties on the basis of the National Forest area in each county. State law

requires counties to spend 75 percent of this money on roads and put 25 per-

cent in the County School Fund for distribution to school districts. (2)

State highway revenues: (2.8 percent) The state distributes a portion of

the revenues it receives from motor vehicle registrations, operator's lic-

enses, the gasoline tax, and motor carrier fees and traffic fines to counties.

The county is required to spend this money on roads or parks. (3) Grants

and reimbursements: (7.3 percent) Both the federal and state governments

have grant-in-aid programs in which they provide money to counties for spec-

ific purposes. Often the county is required to put up funds as a "match" in

order to receive a particular grant. The state also reimburses the county

for particular functions performed by the county which are the responsibility

of the state.

Non-earmarked federal and state: (14.2 percent) The federal and state

governments also distribute money to counties which is not earmarked. There

are three major sources of non-earmarked funds: (1) Federal 0 & C revenues

(10.2 percent): the Federal government returns 50 percent of the money from

timber sales on the federally-owned 0 and C lands to the county, (2) Federal

Revenue Sharing (2.5 percent), (3) State cigarette tax, liquor revenues and

other minor tax revenues (1.5 percent) that the state shares with counties.

Service charges and fees (5.4 percent). The county has a set of service

charges and fees which it collects for certain services performed: Examples

are fees for building inspection, subdivision plat filing, septic tank in-

spection, marriage licenses, dog licenses, and health department services.

Property tax (12.2 percent). _ One-eighth of the resources for the

county budget come from the property tax by owners of property in the county

on the basis of the assessed valuation of their property.

Miscellaneous (5.4 percent). The county also receives money from a

variety of miscellaneous sources, including interest on investments, prior

year's taxes, rent, etc.

School District Finance 

There are three school districts in Klamath County: Elementary No. 1

and a union high school district which serves primarily the city of Klamath

Falls and its immediate surroundings and the County district which serves the
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remainder of the county. This report is concerned only with the county school

district.

The Klamath County School district had a budget of $9.5 million for the

1975-76 school year.

School district revenues 

While the formulas used to compute school district revenues are quite

complex, the school districts receive revenue from relatively few sources

compared to counties. There are three major sources of revenue, accounting

for over 80 percent of school district finances: the property tax, the State

Basic School Support Fund and the County School Fund.

As with county finances, budget resources include a carryover from the

previous years. (See county finance for an explanation of this.) Cash bal-

ances account for 6 percent of the resources of the Klamath County School Dis-

trict budget.

(1) The property tax accounted for 51 percent of current year school

district revenues for fiscal year 1976.

(2) The Basic School Support Fund is distributed to school districts

from the State for a number of purposes. It represented 25 percent of the

budget resources for the Klamath County School District. The mechanics of

the distribution is explained in a publication available from the State Depart-

ment of Education (The Basic School Support Fund: Appropriation and Mechanics 

of Distribution, May 1976). There are five principal bases for distribution:

(a) Transportation: School districts are reimbursed for approximately

60 percent approved transportation expenditures made two years previously.

(b) Flat grant: Each school district is apportioned a fixed amount

based on resident weighted average daily membership (ADM 1I ) for the previous

school year, estimated at $294 for the 1975-76 fiscal year.

(c) Growth: Districts whose ADM is higher for the first quarter of the

current year than it was the previous year receive $294 for each new ADM.

1/
ADM--Average daily membership--is one of the various ways of counting the

number of students in a school district or school. It is used here because it
is the basis for distributing the State Basic School Support Fund.
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(d) Decline in enrollment: Districts which register a decline in ADM

receive 75 percent of $294 for each lost ADM.

(e) Equalization: Through its equalization program the State attempts

to "guarantee each child in the State a minimum number of dollars with which

the school district shall finance the child's 'basic' educational program."

The State identifies the number of dollars per ADM considered "basic" ($826.55)

for the 1975-77 biennium), subtracts from that State flat grants, the State

Common School Fund revenues and National Forest and other revenues received

through the County School Fund. If the local school district has so little

assessed valuation that it cannot raise enough money to finance the differ-

ence by levying a tax at the "required rate" (approximately 7.14/$1,000 AV

for FY 1976), the state will make up the difference through its equalization

programs.

The school districts in the State also receive a minor amount of money

from the state through the Common School Fund. Revenues received by the state

from lands deeded to the state by the counties and other revenues in the fund

are distributed to school districts in the state on the basis of a district's

ADM.

(3) The County School Fund: Each county is required "through a tax levy

or otherwise" to raise either $10 per census child or the amount it was required

to levy in 1965-66 (whichever is less) for distribution to school districts in

the county. This money is distributed on the basis of each district's ADM.

It represented 5.5 percent of the budget resources for Klamath County in 1976.

School district expenditures 

The average cost of educating each student in the Klamath County School

District is about $1,200/ADM. While it is probably not unreasonable to assume

that the long run impact of the rural subdivision residents is equal to the

average cost of educating each child (this includes the cost of buildings),

more reasonable assumption in the short run is that additional costs are equal

to average variable costs (only the operating costs).

The total costs per pupil are allocated between costs which may be con-

sidered "fixed" in the short run of 1 to 2 years (expenditures for administra-

tion, plant operation and maintenance and capital outlay which do not change

over a 1 to 2 year period even with moderate changes in the number of students)
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and costs which may be considered variable (expenditures for instruction, trans-

portation and food service which vary in the short run as the number of pupils

increase or decrease). Table B-2 summarizes this allocation. Variable expend-

itures per ADM (which is one measure of the additional cost of a new student)

is about $840 for FY 1976.

Table B-2. Per-Pupil Klamath County School District Expenditures

Percentage	 $/ADM

Fixed costs 

Administration	 1.9
Plant operation and maintenance	 11.5
Fixed charge and capital outlay	 13.3

Total fixed costs 26.7%	 $ 360

Variable costs 

Instruction	 58.0
Transportation	 7.1
Food services, health and misc.	 8.2 

Total variable costs 73.3%	 $ 840 

TOTAL 100.0%	 $1,200
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APPENDIX C

Sensitivity of Piste]. Impact Results to Assumptions 
About Additional Population and Additional Assessed Valuation 

in the Subdivisions 

It was noted in the text that the result obtained in Tables 5, 6 and 7

depend critically on the assumptions that (1) 55 percent of the residents of

the subdivisions can be considered "additional population" who located in the

county because of the subdivision; i.e., that they, would not have lived in

the county "without the subdivision," (2) the 45 percent of the population

who would have lived in the county "without the subdivisions" would have lived

in homes of the same value, and that the value of these homes must not be

counted in estimates of additional assessed valuation.

A number of alternative assumptions, equally plausible, are possible.

If for example, one assumes that most people move to an area from some reason

other than that a particular subdivision exists (e.g., to take a specific job),

then a compelling argument can be made that the population impact of such sub-

divisions is likely to be minimal.

Alternatively, one might assume that the only people who moved to the

county because of the subdivisions are retirees who moved to the county to

live in the subdivision.

Because of the importance of these assumptions in determining the results

and because of the tenuousness of the assumptions, the fiscal impact estimates

of Tables 5, 6 and 7 are recomputed in Table C-2 to show how the results differ

under three alternative assumptions about additional population and assessed

valuation.

The three alternative assumptions are:

A. None of the present residents of the subdivisions are in the

county "because of the subdivisions." Under this assumption, all of the pre-

sent residents would have lived in the county "without the subdivisions" in

some other location.

B. The 13 percent of the households who reported being retired and

having moved to Klamath County from some other location live in the county

"because of the subdivisions." Under this assumption, the other 87 percent

of the families would have lived in the county "without the subdivisions."
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C. The entire population of the subdivisions is living in the county

"because of the subdivisions." This is the assumption most commonly used in

fiscal studies: that none of the people living in the subdivisions would live

in the affected jurisdictions "without the subdivisions."

Table C-1 summarizes these assumptions and presents for comparison the

assumptions used in the body of the report.

Table C-1. Alternative Assumptions About Population and Assessed Valuation.

Type of subdivision

Alternative Alternative Assumptions red Alternative
A	 in report—' C

0%	 13%	 55%	 100%

Exurban 

Additional population 	 	 0	 17	 73
Additional assessed

value...... 	 	 198,690	 258,135	 448,359
Additional motor

vehicle 	 .	 0	 9.6	 40.5
Additional students 	 	 0	 5.6	 23.6

133

$650,472

74
43

Small town fringe 

Additional population •

Additional assessed
value 	

Additional motor
vehicle 	

Additional students 	

0

218,915

0

7

242,947

5
2.2

32

329,831

23.3
9.7

57

$403,775

39
17

Isolated recreational

Additional population-- 	 0	 9	 39	 70
Additional assessed

value. OOOOOOOOOOO .......	 202,671	 217,186	 263,634	 $312,985
Additional motor

vehicle 	 	 0
	

4.8	 20.4	 37
Additional students
	

2.9	 12.2	 22

1/
— These are the assumptions built into the report. An immigration rate of 68 percent
is used for the small town fringe subdivisionS.

Revenue and expenditure estimates in Table C-2 are made using the computa-

tional method outlined in Tables 5, 6 and 7. The alternative assumptions affect

county revenues and school district expenditures and revenues. As in the body

of the report, county expenditures are estimated to change only for road con-

struction and maintenance. Since this is insensitive to the alternative assump-
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Type of subdivision
Alternative A
Assumptions

Alternative B
Assumptions

Assumptions
used in
report

Exurban

County(

Added revenues 411 776 1,954

Added expenditures 0 0 0

Net Fiscal Impact 411 776 1,954

Change in tax rate 1/ .001 -.002

School district

Added revenues 1,880 4,344 12,252

Added expenditures 0 4,704 19,824

Net Fiscal Impact 1,880 ( 360) (7,572)

Change in tax rate -.003 +.001 +.012

3,219
-0

3,219
-.004

20,748
36,120
(15,372)
+.024

Alternative C
Assumptions

1 County 1

420
2 131

573
2 131

Added revenues
Added expenditures

Net Fiscal Impact (1,711) (1,558)
Change in tax rate +.002 +.002

[School district 1

Added revenues 1,918 3,040
Added expenditures 483 2,919

Net Fiscal Impact 1,435 121
Change in tax rate -.002 1/

1,069	 1,598
2 131	 2 131
(1,062)	 ( 533)
+.001	 +.001

	

6,635
	

10,428

	

10,731
	

18,963
(4,096)
	

(8,535)

	

+.006
	

+.013

Table C-2. Fiscal Impact Estimated Under Alternative Population
and Assessed. Value. Assumptions. 

Change in "rural" taxpayer
tax rate                1 +.020     no change 1 I +.olo    1-.0031                                     

Small town fringe         

ICounty 1

Added revenues 453 621

Added expenditures 650 650
Net Fiscal Impact (197) (29)
Change in tax rate 1/ 1/

School district 1

	1,234
	

1,770

	

650
	

650

	

584
	

1,120

	

-.001
	 -.001 

Added revenues
Added expenditures

Net Fiscal Impact
Change in tax rate  

2,072
0  

3,046
1,848
1,198
-.002 

6,414
8,148
(1,734)
+.003  

9,591
14,280
(4,689)
+.007   

2,072
-.003      

Change in "rural" taxpayer
tax rate                                 1 +.006.1      -.002 1 +.002   1 -.003 1                                    

Isolated recreational            

Change in "rural" taxpayer
tax rate             1 +.007 1 1 +.014 1 1 no change l 1+.002               

1/ less than $.0005/$1,000 AV C-3



tions, county expenditures are held constant across the alternative assumptions.

It is seen that the set of assumptions under which there is no increase

in population because of the subdivisions (Alternative A) implies that all

types of subdivisions lower rural taxpayer taxes. For ease of exposition,

only the effect in the "rural" taxpayers (as defined in the body of the re-

port) is examined in this Appendix. (For "urban" taxpayers only the change

in the county tax rate is relevant.) Conversely, the Alternative C assumptions,

under which all population is treated as "additional", yield substantially

higher tax rates for rural taxpayers. Futhermore, the set of assumptions (C)

that implies the greatest reduction (or lowest increase) in the county tax

rate implies the greatest increase in the school district and overall tax rate.

County revenues are a function of population and assessed valuation.

Under Alternative C, there is the greatest increase in both these variables.

County expenditures, however, do not vary with respect to population or asses-

sed valuation.

School district expenditures, however, are a function of population and

expenditures increase more rapidly than revenues as population increases.

Furthermore, as the school district fiscal impacts are larger than county fis-

cal impacts, and the total school district assessed valuation is smaller than

the county assessed valuation, the school district tax rate change dominates

the county tax rate change in determining the overall change in the rural tax-

payer's tax rate.

The sensitivity of the fiscal impact results to these assumptions is then

quite clear. If one is willing to assume that the entire population of the

affected subdivisions moved into the county "because of the subdivisions", then

the subdivisions show a substantial negative impact on rural taxpayers. If on

the other hand, one assumes that most or all of these residents would have

lived in the county "without the subdivisions," then the subdivisions are seen

to be a small fiscal asset to the county and to the rural taxpayers.
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